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Part V a

Optical Supercontinuum



Why generate broadband light 
from lasers?

Why generate broadband light 
from lasers?

Lasers are the ultimate narrowband (long temporal coherence) 
sources, 
but broadband (temporally incoherent) light also has many uses, 
e.g.:

 coherence tomography
 metrology

Spectral power density of thermal light is given by Planck‘s law:

at any frequency ,
there is a single parameter T

at any frequency ,
there is a single parameter T



Why generate broadband light 
from lasers?

Why generate broadband light 
from lasers?

source: www.nktphotonics.com

... to overcome the Planck barrier!



How to generate 
broadband light from lasers

How to generate 
broadband light from lasers

 high laser power
 highly nonlinear fiber

The standard setup:



microstructured fibermicrostructured fiber

holey fiber and the tarsal claw of an ant

light-guiding
core



No universal definition of supercontinuum.

» Spectral width close to one octave or beyond «

J. K. Ranka et al., Opt. Lett. 25, 25 (2000)

Supercontinuum generated in 75 cm of microstructured fiber,
covering ca. two octaves. Inset: initial 100-fs pulse



How does the structure arise?How does the structure arise?

• For fs pump pulses: soliton fission, subsequent soliton frequency shift

For ps and longer pump: length scale for fission to arise may be longer than fiber. 
Dominant process is modulation instability sideband generation.



higher-order solitons

N = 3

Length scale:



How does the structure arise?How does the structure arise?

• For fs pump pulses: soliton fission, subsequent soliton frequency shift

For ps and longer pump: length scale for fission to arise may be longer than fiber. 
Dominant process is modulation instability sideband generation.

• Then, all kinds of interactions: 
Raman shifting, four-wave mixing, coupling between solitons and radiation, etc.

• The dispersion curve determines frequency pairs for phase-matching between 
two waves

• Example: A soliton which gets Raman-shifted towards 
a zero-dispersion wavelength (3<0) will not cross it; 
some of its energy will leak into the normal dispersion 
regime as a dispersive wave which remains coupled 
to the soliton

Skryabin et al., Science 301, 1705 (2003)

radiation        soliton
zero dispersion wavelength



phase matching yields possible FWM frequencies:

inserting the series expansion of , odd terms cancel:

Spectrum may exhibit peaks placed symmetrically to carrier: 
four wave mixing

Spectrum may exhibit peaks placed symmetrically to carrier: 
four wave mixing



Spectrum may exhibit peaks placed asymmetrically to carrier: 
Coupling to radiation

Spectrum may exhibit peaks placed asymmetrically to carrier: 
Coupling to radiation



Interpretation of such a spectrumInterpretation of such a spectrum

four wave mixing

phase matched radiation coupling

laser



review article

J. M. Dudley, G. Genty, S. Coen, 
"Supercontinuum Generation in Photonic Crystal 
Fiber," 
Reviews of Modern Physics 78, 1135-1184 (2006)



Part V b

Some analogies to water waves:
Tsunamis and Rogue Waves



crest height



A tsunami slows down in shallower water; therefore the crest goes up



Courtesy Unesco International Tsunami 
Information Center, Kenji Satake

The devastating tsunami of 2004



Rogue Waves

Donald Sinclair Swan: The Great Wave



Draupner platform
Location: North Sea, 160 km offshore Norway.
Seven risers, two riser platforms 
standing in 70 metres water depth.



A ship after being damaged by a rogue wave.
Photo credit: H. Gunther and W. Rosenthal, source- http://en.es-static.us/upl/2011/04/wave_destruction.jpeg







www.stock-options-made-easy.com

.worldeconomicsassociation.org

Fat-tail statistics
actually occurs 
in many contexts



What is the definition of an optical rogue wave?

Rogue (freak, monster, killer, extreme, abnormal) waves
are usually understood to be defined by three properties:

 They appear ‚out of nowhere‘ and disappear ‚without a trace‘ just as suddenly

 Their crest height exceeds that of other waves considerably
       In hydrodynamics, at least twice the significant wave height

 The amplitude statistics displays a fat tail

Significant wave height in hydrodynamics:
1)  mean wave height (trough to crest) 
     of the highest third of the waves
2)  four times the standard deviation of the surface elevation



Optical rogue waves: 
typically discussed in context of supercontinuum generation

Different explanations for their generation have been advanced, 
including

 Largest soliton systematically shifted to long-wavelength side
     Solli et al. Nature (2007)

 Collision of solitons
     Mussot et al. Opt. Express (2009); Erkintalo et al. Opt. Lett. (2010)

 Collision of Akhmediev Breathers
    Akhmediev et al. Phys. Lett. A (2009)

 A Peregrine soliton
    Kibler et al. Nature Physics (2010)

 Collision of soliton with dispersive wave; energy transfer to soliton
    Driben et al. Opt. Express (2010); Demircan et al. 



M. Erkintalo, G. Genty, J. M. Dudley, Opt. Lett. 35, 658 (2010)

Left: 
From modulational instability / Akhmediev breather arises a number of solitons, 
subject to Raman shifting and cross phase modulation. Occasionally collisions occur (inset).

Right: 
3-D rendering of inset shows a large peak arising. It sheds dispersive waves



M. Erkintalo, G. Genty, J. M. Dudley, Eur. Phys. J. Special Topics 185, 135 (2010)

Optical rogue wave formation by soliton collision (density plot; simulation) 
The point of collision and following transient behavior in the spectrum is emphasized by white line

Energy transfer to and velocity change of the lower frequency soliton is apparent



Optical rogue waves: 
typically discussed in context of supercontinuum generation

Different explanations for their generation have been advanced, 
including

 Largest soliton systematically shifted to long-wavelength side
    Solli et al. Nature (2007)

 Collision of solitons
    Mussot et al. Opt. Express (2009); Erkintalo et al. Opt. Lett. (2010)

 Collision of Akhmediev Breathers
    Akhmediev et al. Phys. Lett. A (2009)

 A Peregrine soliton
    Kibler et al. Nature Physics (2010)

 Collision of soliton with dispersive wave; energy transfer to soliton
    Driben et al. Opt. Express (2010); Demircan et al.



Decay of strong input pulse into sequence of solitons and also radiation.

Simulation artificially prepared without Raman term.
Soliton trajectories therefore must be straight in the absence of interactions.

A. Demircan, Sh. Amiranashvili, C. Brée, FM, G. Steinmeyer
Nonlinear Phenomena in Complex Systems 16, 24 (2013)



A Demircan, S Amiranashvili, C Brée, Ch Mahnke, FM,
G Steinmeyer, Scient. Reports 2,850 (2012)

Simulation without Raman term.
Examples of soliton trajectories:

S0 moves straight,
S1, S2, and S3 are curved or bent

Close-up view of S0 – S3

Note how S3 in particular 
suddenly grows



At the position where the trajectory of S3 bends,
it‘s peak power rises sharply

There, interaction with dispersive waves
feeds energy into the soliton
(coordinates shifted, rotated for better view)



reflection of one (a,b) and 
three (c,d) dispersive waves near 500 THz
off a soliton at ≈300 THz
demonstrates the soliton‘s impenetrability

A Demircan, S Amiranashvili, C Brée, Ch Mahnke, FM,
G Steinmeyer, Appl. Phys. B (2013)

Science 319, 1367 (2008)



some comments on rogue waves

fiber-optic rogue waves:
•  soliton collision limited in peak power, >2 solitons unlikely
•  Akhmediev breather: how to excite two? also, fully coherent 
•  Peregrine soliton: fully coherent

Likely more than a single mechanism

ocean rogue waves:
•  two-dimensional
•  unlikely to be fully coherent mechanism

Unlikely to be in close correspondence to fiber optics



Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849) ca. 1830: Under the Great Wave off Kanagawa 





thank you
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